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Standard laboratory stimulators am usually desilpmi (Mickle 1961). By convertinl the frequently unreliable 
to maintain constant voltap at the stimulating electrodes voltqe pulses from most available stimulators into s0cu- 
despttevm'iationsinelectrodeimpedance.Theseimpedance rate, undistorted cummt pulses, the circuit to be described 
variations occur primarily at the electrode surface` how. overcomes these difficulties and provides reliability of 
ever, and not in t h e u n ~  thsuebetweenelectrodu; stimuhm ;ntemity dial settings, Since the converter is 
therefore ~ type ofrqp~tion results in severe distortion battery operated, it can be used with a sttmulu ho¼tion 
of the s t i m u l ~ t  pulse and fails to maintain con- transformer without loss of isolation from Ipround. 
staney of either voltap or current in the intact His  "[he converter takes advntage of the fact that the 
collector current of a common base transistor is essentially 
1 ~ work was supported by 19~nt 9-1068 from the indel~ndent of load resistance. The preparation is con- 
N a ~ i  lmtitute of Neuroloti~ Dimum and Blindness netted in series with the collector, as shown in Fig. 1, 
of the National Institutes of Health, Public Health Service. thus becomin8 the load resistor and rcg~vinlg constant 
. Electroencepk. clin. Neuropkysiol., 1963, 15:702-703 
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Fig. 1 
Circuit of the constant current converter (sc¢ text). 
current regardless of variations in electrode impedance, transistor used (Raytheon 2N327A) is between 0.005 and 
The desired collector current, and hence the stimulus 0.01 pA, which wa=judgcd insignificant. Transistors of the 
current, is determined by the settings on the "Stimulus NPN type with cut-off currents on the order of 0.002 pA 
Intensity" dials associated with Rt and RI. In order to are now available from Raytheon. 
obtain precise dial calibration of stimulus-current output, The circuit was designed for use in chronic prepara- 
the total current ranse of the instrument is di,~ided into a tions in which, since electrical recordings were not made, 
low (0-I mA) and high (I-5 mA) rand  by St. The the problem of stimulus artifact did not arise. Subsequent 
"Stimulus Intensity" dials are calibrated by applying trials on acute preparations have shown the stimulus arti- 
positive I00 V pulses from a stimulator or isolation trans- fact from the device to be quite high, due to the necessity 
former to A-B and monitorin8 the output current on an of using I00 V input pulses. This relatively minor limits- 
accurate oscilloscope as the controb are rotated through tion can he overcome by replacing the Zener diode with 
their ranBe. The appropriate current readings are then a clipping amplifier regulating circuit, which will accept 
insedbed on the dials, The upper limit of the 0-I mA Inwer amplitude input pulses. 
range is precisely determined by screwdriver adjustment of Continuous use of these units over the past three years 
Rs, "I mA adjust". Similarly, adjustment of R4 determines has established th¢ir reii;Ibility in selg'.stlmulation, con. 
the lower limit of the 1-$ mA range, It may be found that, ditioning, and stimulus-thrahoid expcr, ments in which 
for a given transistor, either or these controls may have both depth and surface implanted electrodes are used in 
insuMciem travel to establish the I mA limits, in this various types of animals (e.I. Rutledge and Doty 1962). 
event, substitution of slightly different resistance values 
for Ks and/or Rs will bring the "1 mA adjust" controls 
into ranp. SUMMARY 
The I0 V Zener diode De, in parallel with the transistor The circuit for a constant-current converter is pre- 
input, makes the converter independent of drift in sented. This provides a practical method for correcting 
stimulator-pulse amplitude. The stability of the Zener the distortions of the stimulus current pulse resulting from 
diode and the silicon-transistor amplifier is such that the variations in electrode impedance. 
stimulus-current dial settings remain accurate within 2~o 
for several years. The upper limit of current regulation is 
determined by Ohm's law relation between electrode REFERENCES 
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